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This poignant personal survival story is intertwined with the thousands of resilient Indigenous
Nations that resisted genocide for generations and continue to.Against all odds, we are still here,
as a great awakening descends upon humanity. Out of the darkness we arise! Not only as
survivors, but as prophesy; like the white buffalo whose presence heralds in an era of massive
transformation and reconciliation!Those who unshackle their chains unlock a limitless potential
to embody their full multidimensional beings.For each of us must choose between two paths, as
Mother Earth begins to shake her blanket....
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Luna, “Stephanie is a badass and inspires me!. There are no words to describe this book. All I
can say is that by reading her story, I am given hope to continue my life and fight for myself and
others. Just as Ms. Big-Eagle has and does. Much love to you sister ”

William Rodriguez, “One of the best books of 2020!!. What a great book! Stephanie writes from
the heart and experience, sharing both the dark and the light of her lifetime effortlessly and with
grace. The book progresses through life experiences and the transformation of her perspective
into present. It embodies the process of traumatic experiences into character refining fires,
producing a final art form of human self realization. Great book overall!!!”

Roni Seawright, “Good read. I absolutely enjoyed reading this book you follow ppl online all the
time but when you get to read a biography on there life just brings you that much closer in spirit
especially if you can relate I chose 5 stars because I know it had to be difficult to relive portions
of it over again to be able to get it on paper!”

Dawn Woolley, “Exactly as described. Great book, fast delivery, Stephanie is one talented and
strong indigenous woman!”

Darmelito Rrahsaan, “LACOTA NATION........ LACOTA NATION ALL DAY....”

Denise D, “Riveting and raw truth. Stephanie Big Eagle has a BIG story to tell in the most
compelling way. I couldn’t put the book down. She chronicles her life and the many challenges
she faces with an unfaltering spirit. I am better educated and inspired. I would give it 100 stars if I
could.”

Jason Sinn, “Fantastic. An eye-opening and beautifully moving read.”

Mike O Dea, “A great read. This is an inspirational book. It highlights widespread discrimination
of Indigenous people and the abuse of their rights. It describes government corruption and it's
ties to major corporations but it is also a powerful story of incredible love, healing and
forgiveness, and proposes a return to a way of living in balance with "Mother Earth".”

The book by Stephanie Big Eagle has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 31 people have provided
feedback.
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